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Writing and translating have both been very important writing activities in the
history of human civilization ever since the creation of signs of written languages
which have empowered human beings to better communicate, transmit and inherit
ideas and cultures. Writing is “composing–writing” while translating is
“translating–writing”. The research of second language writing is always a hot-spot
but shows no relationship with translation studies. However, as a product of efforts by
generations of essay writers and translators to produce the best possible written text,
translational writing is a study which integrates theories of grammatology and
translatology and provides a new perspective for the study of translatology and second
language writing. It first draws on grammatology, especially the basic principle of
“perception— thinking— expression” and “revision” in Chinese writing and
definitely sheds light on the new process of translational writing. It attaches
importance to the fact that the key factor in translation quality is the writing ability of
the translator, aims at pursuing high quality translation, and then further enlarges the
research scope of translatology into grammatology. As is known to us all, second
language writing is more or less influenced by native language. The author believes
that the translation factor intervened into the writing process at the same time. In this
thesis, the author uses a questionnaire as assisting research methodology which aims
at understanding how the undergraduates of non-English major think and express in
the second language writing. On the basis of the research achievements made by the
predecessors, the author mainly studies and discusses the relationship between second
language writing and translating, reviews and analyzes the thinking and behavior
process of second language writing from the perspective of translational writing. After
analyzing the valid data of the questionnaire, we come to the conclusion that most
writers obviously and inevitably accomplish second language writing through














that has been obviously intervened by some translation factor in the whole process
into second language. Then, the author drafts a brief diagram for the thinking and
behavior process of second language writing. The author believes that the second
language writing starts from perception, and then the thinking in native language. A
process of “thinking— translating—writing” is formed with the constant
transformation between second language and native language in the writers’ mind and
finally a text will be produced mainly through translating. Then, the sentences and
even a word should be carefully reviewed again and again so that they will conform to
the formal English and a good English composition can be produced. That is rightly
the translational writing process. A more audacious idea comes into the author’s mind
that the thinking and behavior process of second language writing might be translation.
The author gives some advice in this thesis that it is right time to reconsider the
intervention and the function of translation factor and change the teaching mode for
English writing. The author thinks that the second language writing and English
writing course in China should be conducted by the guidance of translational writing
theory, and the teaching mode and the textbooks of English writing should be
reformed. The author also hopes that this thesis will be helpful to more English
learners who are working hard to master the ability of second language writing and
the research scope of translational writing will be further enlarged.
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0.1 Research background and significance of this thesis
When thinking of discussing writing and translating, we should first mention the
written forms of language, such as characters. Liang Handong [梁汉东 ] writes that
“written forms of language were invented when human society developed into a stage
in which utterances needed to be recorded to survive the passage of time and to be
sent to far-away places.”[1] (Liang Handong, 1984: 1) As the embodiments of written
language for recording and conveying language, characters are the tool for people to
make social interaction and communication and also for speeding up social
development. The author[2] thinks that writing is “composing–writing” and translation
is “translating–writing”; they both emphasize on “writing”. Since characters were
created, people have been empowered to write, communicate, transmit and inherit
ideas and cultures in the forms of history-writing, essay-writing and translation, then
the translating and writing have become the most indelible marks in the written
history of human beings. The development of grammatology and translatology have
been promoted rapidly when essays and translations were produced by numerous
writers, translators and scholars who have diligently studied writing and translating
since ancient times.
0.1.1 Writing and Grammatology
“Writing is to write an article.” (He Yongkang [何永康], 2002: 2) Writing is a creative
process of behavior which is relevant to the production of human beings’ knowledge,
spiritual wealth, education and the cultural inheritance. Chen Guoan et al [陈果安等]
claim that “human beings ‘grow up’ with writing which is as old as human civilization.
When the first character was created, the writing was born.”(Chen Guoan et al, 2006:
1) From the ancient times, writers express their ideas by writing. Certainly, writing is
[1] The Chinese quotations in this paper are translated by the author proper，unless otherwise declared.















not just a simple activity that writers pick up a pen and write down a word. It is a
complicated behavior process in which writers experience thinking, weighing, writing
and modifying.
As for grammatology, it has a long history in China. It emerged when the highly
authoritarian society was formed and it has been flourishing with the continuous
social development. It is always presented as “writing studies or writingology.” (Ma
Zhengping [马正平], 2011: 20) “At that time, the so-called writing studies refer both
to the text and article, and also refer to the knowledge of the text or essay-writing.”
(Ma Zhengping, 2011: 20) Therefore, there were a large number of works such as
Stylistics·Essays (典论·论文) (Cao Pi [曹丕]), On Literary Writing (文赋) (Lu Ji [陆
机]), The Literary Mind and the Carving of Dragons (文心雕龙) (Liu Xie [刘勰]) and
Article Collections Flow (文章流别论 ) (Zhi Yu [挚虞 ]), which mainly study
essay-writing problems. Ma Zhengping also points out: “When we shift our study
vision to the problems of arts and thinking—wisdom that is caused by words, the
object and the scope of study of grammatology will be the writing behavior of writers;
that is writing consciousness, writing thoughts, diction of writing, writing wisdom,
writing aesthetics, writing culture.” (Ma Zhengping, 2011: 14) In Western countries,
the emphases are mainly on the writing course. As for the research, “the
grammatology is the writing process theory that belongs to conception theory. ” (Ma
Zhenping, 2011: 21) It takes essays, the carrier of writing, including verbal
embellishment, language style and the types of essays as its emphasis to study.
0.1.2 Translation and Translatology
In comparison of writing, it can be said that translation is a greater activity of
“writing” in the history of human civilization. It is an age-old activity in both China
and the West. “In the whole history of human beings, translation is almost as old as
language. ”(Tan Zaixi [谭载喜 ], 1991: 3) Just as the author mentioned above,
translation is not just “translating” or “writing” but “translating—writing” by which
people translate different languages and achieve the purpose of mutual understanding,
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